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Abstract. The fully non-inductive sustainment of high normalized beta plasmas

(βN ) is a crucial challenge for the steady-state operation of a tokamak reactor. In

order to assess the di�culties facing such scenarios, steady-state regimes have been

explored on the Tokamak à Con�guration Variable (TCV) using the newly available 1

MW Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) system. The operating space is extended towards

plasmas that are closer to those expected in JT-60SA and ITER, i.e. with signi�cant

NBI and Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating and Current Drive (ECRH/CD),

bootstrap current and Fast Ion (FI) fraction. βN values up to 1.4 and 1.7 are obtained

in lower single null L-mode (H98(y, 2) ∼ 0.8) and H-mode (H98(y, 2) ∼ 1) plasmas,

respectively, at zero time averaged loop voltage and q95 ∼ 6. Fully non-inductive

operation is not achieved with NBI alone, whose injection can even increase the loop

voltage in the presence of EC waves. A strong contribution to the total plasma

pressure of thermal and FIs from NBI is experimentally evidenced and con�rmed

by interpretative ASTRA and NUBEAM modeling, which further predicts that FI

charge-exchange reactions are the main loss channel for NBH/CD e�ciency. Internal

transport barriers, which are expected to maximize the bootstrap current fraction, are

not formed in either the electron or the ion channel in the plasmas explored to date,

despite a signi�cant increase in the toroidal rotation and FI fraction with NBI, which

are known to reduce turbulence. First results on scenario development of high-βN fully

non-inductive H-mode plasmas are also presented.
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1. Introduction

The fully non-inductive sustainment of high normalized beta (βN) plasmas is a crucial

challenge for the steady-state operation of a tokamak reactor. In this scenario the plasma

current is sustained without any external poloidal magnetic �ux consumption for several

characteristic plasma current di�usion times. To achieve a time-averaged zero toroidal

loop voltage (Vloop), the maximization of poloidal beta (βθ) is also appropriate in order to

maximize the fraction of bootstrap current and alleviate the necessity of external current

drive. However, such a process is notoriously complicated due to the exacting physics

requirements: high input power and plasma con�nement, current alignment between

bootstrap current and current drive and MHD control. In order to assess the di�culties

faced by such scenarios and to extend previous steady-state plasmas obtained with

only Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ECRH), steady-state regimes have been

explored at the Tokamak à Con�guration Variable (TCV) using the newly available

Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) system [1]. This system supplies up to 1 MW (25 keV)

to the plasma by accelerating positive deuterium ions. Due to machine protection

constraints [2, 3], the maximum NB injected energy was initially limited to 0.5 MJ and

relaxed to 0.8 MJ after NBI optimizations for experiments presented in this work. Since

the beam duct port is installed on the torus middle plane, o�-axis NBI is obtained on

TCV by vertically shifting the plasma magnetic axis (z). Values up to |z| = 13 cm have

been explored for a plasma half-height of around 0.4 m. In this work, fully non-inductive

operation is achieved with additional 3.2 MW of ECRH power [4], which is transferred

to the plasma through both X2 (P = 2.3 MW) and X3 (P = 0.9 MW) waves. Unless

otherwise speci�ed, the power values that appear in this work correspond to the injected

power. The X3 waves do not provide any net current drive in the plasmas presented

here, as their wave vector aims at the plasma core perpendicularly to the magnetic

�eld to maximize the power absorption. Notably even with oblique injection X3 wave

absorption on TCV is not generally strong enough to occur fully on one side of the

resonance and thereby selectively heat the electrons moving in one direction. The X2

and X3 cut-o� is ne > 4.3× 1019m−3 and ne > 1.1× 1020 m−3, respectively. This paper

presents the �rst results that have been achieved during the dedicated experiments of

the 2017/18 EUROfusion MST1 campaign on TCV and is organized as follows: Section

2 describes the explored plasma scenarios and presents the resulting extended operating

space. The role of the NBI to both plasma pressure and current drive is investigated and

documented with data analysis and modeling in Section 3. The challenge of generating

Internal and External Transport Barriers (I/ETBs), which are crucial for improving the

plasma con�nement and the total fraction of non-inductive current drive, is discussed

in Section 4. The summary and outlook are eventually given in Section 5.
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2. The extended operating space

Compared to the past, when fully non-inductive plasmas were sustained using EC waves

only on TCV [5, 6], the operating space has been now extended towards higher density

(ne,0 = 2 − 3 × 1019 m−3) at currents of 130 − 150 kA using co-Ip NBI; this produces

plasmas closer to those expected in JT-60SA and in ITER, i.e. with signi�cant NBI and

ECRH current drive, bootstrap current and fast ion fraction. This new plasma scenario

is designed to minimize the �rst-orbit and shine-through beam losses. Furthermore,

Lower Single Null (LSN) plasmas at BΦ,0 = 1.4 T [7] were chosen over the more

extensively studied limiter ones, since a lower neutral penetration from the edge is

expected to reduce the Charge eXchange (CX) beam losses [8]. Both L-mode and H-

mode plasmas at q95 = 5−6 have been explored. The latter will be presented in Section

4. A representative Ip = 130 kA L-mode discharge is shown in Fig.1. As it can be

inferred from the time evolution of the loop voltage (panel c)), stationary fully non-

inductive operation is achieved in this experiment for around 10 current di�usion times

(τη ' 150 ms on TCV plasmas with auxiliary heating) by combining 2.3 MW of on-axis

ECRH power (1.4 MW from X2 waves and 0.9 MW from X3 waves) with 0.8 MW of

o�-axis NBI power (z ' 9 cm), both injected in the co-Ip direction. The time evolution

of the injected powers together with the LSN equilibrium reconstructed by LIUQE [9] at

t = 1.25 s are reported in panel b). The plasma current is over-driven in this discharge

by the auxiliary systems during t = (1.05, 1.65) s, as it can be seen from the decrease of

the edge poloidal magnetic �ux (panel c)), which is due to the on-going recharge of the

Ohmic transformer. During this time window, the bootstrap current fraction is around

30% (panel a)), H98(y, 2) = 0.85 and βN = 1.35 (panel d)).

The performance of the plasmas explored in this work is summarized in Fig.2,

which plots βN versus Vloop, both averaged over 15 ms around each acquisition time of the

Thomson Scattering diagnostic. The exploration of the operating space has been carried

out by carefully scanning Paux = PEC+PNB, the NB power fraction (PNB/Paux) and the

radial deposition locations of the NB and EC Heating and Current Drive (H/CD). βN
values up to 1.4 have been achieved in stationary fully non-inductive L-mode plasmas

at H98(y, 2) ∼ 0.8. Higher total pressure βN = 1.7 and con�nement H98(y, 2) ∼ 1 have

been obtained in nearly non-inductive conditions (Vloop ∼ 80 mV) in the in the TCV

H-mode plasmas at Ip=150 kA. In both cases the best performance is obtained with

central EC and NBI H/CD in the co-Ip direction, which results to fBS ' 30%. For

comparison, it is worth noticing that βN < 0.4 and Vloop > 0.7 V are typically obtained

in similar Ohmic plasmas (blue points, color online). As it will be discussed further on,

the NB injection in presence of EC waves can both increase or decrease, though weakly,

Vloop depending on its radial deposition. The e�ect of the NB power fraction on Vloop is

almost negligible in presence of ECRH, while it clearly increases the thermal and fast

ion pressure, and thereby βN , in the plasmas explored in this work.
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Figure 1: Time evolution of a) plasma current and bootstrap current fraction (solid

and dotted black lines on the left y-axis) and the Greenwald density fraction (blue on

the right y-axis); b) ECRH (magenta), NB (green) and total (black) power, LIUQE

equilibrium at t = 1.25 s with a poloidal view of the NB injection line (solid green

line) in the inserted plot on the left; c) the raw and the time-averaged loop voltage

(in gray and black on the left y-axis) and the edge poloidal �ux (in blue on the right

y-axis); d) H98(y, 2) and βN (solid and dotted black line).

3. The role of the Neutral Beam Injection in the scenario development

3.1. NBI contribution to the total plasma pressure

Statistical analysis of experimental data shows that the highest βN does not necessarily

correspond to the maximum electron thermal energy. This suggests a strong contribution

of thermal and Fast Ions (FIs) to the total plasma pressure. This experimental

evidence is reproduced by ASTRA [12] and NUBEAM [13, 14] interpretative modeling.
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Figure 2: βN versus loop voltage in the explored L-mode (small circles) and H-

mode (big squares) plasmas. The color code corresponds to the auxiliary power.

Simulations, like the one shown in Fig.3 a), predict a large population of FIs with a

core density (ρ < 0.15) comparable to the thermal ions (panel a)). Notably, the total

ion density is lower than the electron one during NBI as the e�ective ion charge Zeff
increases from ∼ 1.4 to ∼ 2 at t > 0.7 s. The energy and density of the cold incoming

neutrals have been estimated in this simulation using the 1D kinetic transport code

KN1D [10] and the measurement by baratron pressure gauges [11]. Despite the fairly

good agreement between the simulated and the diagnostic data, more accurate FI models

taking into account the FI-to-FI collisions are required in ASTRA and NUBEAM to

properly simulate this regime on TCV. Modeling further reveals that FI charge-exchange

is the main loss channel reducing NB heating e�ciency, as can be seen in panel b) which

shows the time evolution of the di�erent NB power redistribution channels. 80 kW,

12 ms blips of the 50 keV hydrogen diagnostic neutral beam modulate the NB power

from t > 0.5 s. A large FI contribution and signi�cant CX losses were also observed in

inductive L-mode plasmas in a circular limited con�guration at TCV [15]. Nonetheless, a

quantitative comparison of the NBI performance on limiter and lower single null plasma

equilibria is not straightforward due to the signi�cantly di�erent plasma parameters

that were explored in the corresponding scenarios.

3.2. NBI contribution to the non-inductive current drive

Developing a steady-state scenario at high βN is a complex task. Indeed adding NBI

results in an increase or decrease of Vloop depending on other plasma parameters, such

as the plasma vertical position, the electron temperature (Te) and density and the

presence of ECR-H/CD. Fully non-inductive operation could not be achieved with NBI
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Figure 3: Interpretative ASTRA simulation of a NBI heated TCV L-mode

discharge. Time evolution of a) electron (red, data with errorbars from the Thomson

Scattering diagnostic), thermal ion (green) and fast ion (blue) core density; b) NBI

power redistribution channels: power to ions (green) and electrons (red), charge-

exchange (blue), �rst ion orbit and shine-through (cyan) losses.

alone (Vloop > 0.5 V). Data analysis of the explored plasmas shows that the Vloop drop

during the NBI is more rapid at lower density when adding NBI to the Ohmic phase.

Nonetheless, it is worth noticing that the density cannot be arbitrarily decreased, being

limited by the maximum shine-through power loss limit (PST < 10%). Fig.4 shows the

averaged absolute loop voltage variation (∆Vloop) that is obtained during the injection

of ∼ 0.7 MW of NB power as a function of a diagnostic proportional estimate of the

Spitzer's NB slowing down time [16] in the plasma core, which is quanti�ed here as

T
3/2
e,0 n

−1
e,0. Panel a) and b) correspond to plasmas without and with ECRH, respectively.

In the former ∆Vloop is evaluated compared to the Ohmic phase (∆Vloop = V NBI
loop −V OH

loop ),

while in the latter to the ECRH one (∆Vloop = V NBI+ECRH
loop − V ECRH

loop ). In order to

properly de�ne a threshold between on-axis and o�-axis NB injection in the plasmas

investigated in this work, interpretative ASTRA simulations similar to that of Fig.3 have

been analyzed to determine at which shift of the vertical magnetic axis (|z|) the resulting

NB-H/CD and FI density pro�les start peaking outwards. Values of |z| at 0, 5, 7.5, 10,

12.5 and 15 cm have been explored, using the same EC-H/CD, ne and Te pro�les of the

simulation in Fig.4. According to the simulations, the boundary between on/o�-axis

is for |z| in between 7.5 and 10 cm. The threshold is set to the upper bound average

of 9 cm in this work. O�-axis NB injection data (|z| > 9 cm) are marked as empty

diamonds, while on-axis ones (|z| < 9 cm) as �lled triangles. Fig.4 a) suggests that an

optimal balance between the non-inductive current drive and the NB slowing time can

be found using NBI both on-axis and o�-axis, which decreases ∆Vloop by up to ∼ 0.32 V.
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Figure 4: Absolute loop voltage change as a function of a proportional estimate

of the NB slowing time on TCV L-mode plasmas. On-axis NBI data are marked

as triangles, o�-axis ones as diamonds. Panel a) refers to plasmas with NBI only,

while panel b) to plasmas with both NBI and ECRH. The color code in panel b)

corresponds to the NB power fraction.

Conversely, no clear dependence of the loop voltage variation on the NB slowing down

time is observed in the presence of EC waves, as shown in panel b). Interestingly, the

loop voltage increases with on-axis NBI while it decreases with o�-axis injection, yet

only up to -0.1 V. As the color code suggests, no e�ect can be measured on Vloop with

a relative change of the NB power fraction . 13% (light blue and brown diamonds).

These results have been investigated with ASTRA interpretative modeling of

equilibrium, thermal ion temperature and FIs. The results for a representative discharge

are reported in Fig.5. In the �rst part of this experiment, nearly fully non-inductive

operation is achieved by launching around 1.6 MW of EC power from X2 waves at

ρ ' 0.35 (in panels a, d)). As a result the loop voltage drops from around ' 0.9 V to

nearly zero (panel b)). During the second phase (t=(0.8, 1.2) s), 0.45 MW of EC power

from X3 waves is launched aiming at the plasma core. In this phase, the loop voltage

is not a�ected, since these waves do not provide any net current drive to the plasma

on TCV. Interestingly, Vloop clearly increases during the last part of the experiment,

when the same amount of NB power is deposited on-axis to replace PEC−X3. A possible

explanation for the observed Vloop increase is provided in the following. The core density

is generally pumped out during ECRH on TCV [17], this occur also in this experiment as

it can be seen from the hollow electron temperature pro�le at t = 0.88 s (panel e)). This

mechanism naturally helps achieve high electron temperature plasmas (panel c)) and

thereby high core ECCD e�ciency (jECCD ∼ Te/ne, panel d) from the linear TORAY-

GA ray tracing code [18]). On the other hand NB injection is a rather e�ective fueling

source in this plasma, indeed the electron density in the core increases up to 30%. As

a result, the core plasma density is both pumped out by the EC waves and re-fueled by

the NBI when both the auxiliary systems are switched on at t > 1.4 s. The latter e�ect

clearly dominates in this experiment, indeed the density peaks and the jECCD pro�le
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dramatically decreases in amplitude while moving outwards. Ultimately, Vloop increases

as a consequence of the reduced ECCD e�ciency. The q-pro�le relaxes from weakly

reversed to fully monotonic (panel f)). Within the modeling accuracy, this evidence

might explain why internal transport barriers, for which the q-pro�le reversal is crucial

[19], were not observed in the plasmas explored up to date, an excessive on-axis NBCD

being detrimental to their onset, as previously shown in modeling [20]. In principle,

this counteracting interplay between the ECCD e�ciency and the NBI fueling can be

regulated by either moving the NB deposition more o�-axis or/and increasing the EC

power. The �rst solution has not been very e�ective in the plasmas explored up to date,

since the NB deposition is rather broad and the drivent current is weak, therefore only

slightly negative ∆Vloop values (diamonds in Fig.4 b)) can be achieved. The second one

will be attempted in future experiments, exploting the foreseen upgrade of the ECRH

system [21].

4. On the creation of transport barriers

Plasmas with transport barriers are characterized by improved con�nement and a

large fraction of self-driven bootstrap current, which make such scenarios promising

candidates for continuous operation. When Internal or/and External Transport Barriers

(I/ETBs) originate in a plasma, turbulent transport is generally reduced in the plasma

core or/and at the edge, respectively. An optimized shaping of current density and

pressure pro�les and a good alignment of the large fraction of bootstrap current with

their gradients are crucial for achieving signi�cant improvements in particle and energy

con�nement, as well as in self-current drive. In this work high-beta fully non-inductive

scenarios with either ITB or ETB have been explored using both ECRH and NBI H/CD.

The results are presented and discussed in the following sections.

4.1. Internal Transport Barriers (L-mode)

The creation of ITBs turned out to be a challenge as they were not formed in either

the electron or the ion channel in the plasmas explored to date; and this in spite

of a signi�cant increase in the toroidal rotation and FI fraction with NBI, which

are known to reduce turbulence [23]. The increase of the former is documented in

Fig.6, which shows the core toroidal plasma rotation measurements from the Charge

eXchange Recombination Spectroscopy (CXRS) as a function of the total power PTOT =

POH +PEC +PNB. The color code highlights the NB power fraction. Positive (negative)

velocity values correspond to a toroidal rotation in the opposite, cnt-Ip, (same, co-Ip)

direction of the plasma current (Ip < 0). Toroidal rotation velocity values of around

20 km/s in the cnt-Ip direction are obtained during the Ohmic phase of the plasmas

explored in this work. The toroidal rotation reverts its direction in the presence of

co-Ip ECRH or/and NBI, but the maximum values are obtained with NBI only, which

accelerates the plasma core up to 200 km/s in the co-Ip direction with 1 MW on-axis
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Figure 5: Time evolution of a) ECRH (in magenta, from X2 and X3 waves in

solid and dashed line) and NBI (in green) power; b) measured (in gray) and the

ASTRA (in blue) loop voltage; c, e) the electron temperature and density pro�les

from the Thomson Scattering diagnostic; d) NB from ASTRA (in green) and EC

from TORAY-GA (in magenta) current density pro�les; f) q-pro�le from ASTRA.

Solid lines for t = 0.88 s before NBI, dashed lines for t = 1.40 s during NBI.

injection of NB power.

To investigate the possibility that the plasmas explored in this work are still

Trapped Electron Mode (TEM) turbulence dominated, hence less prone to both NB

torque and FI stabilization, transport and turbulence analyses were started. Some of

the most representative plasmas with di�erent ECRH/CD and NBI con�gurations were

selected for such analysis. From the turbulence point of view, the plasmas shown in this

paper are interesting as they combined mostly electron heating with a signi�cant toroidal
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fraction.

rotation and fast ion fraction, which have been shown to reduce turbulence that is driven

only by the Ion Temperature Gradient (ITG) modes [23]. Therefore, the analyses of the

impact of such turbulence suppression mechanisms can be extended to other plasma

regimes. For that purpose, the CRONOS suite of codes [24] is applied here both to

perform transport analyses and as a tool for the preparation of the inputs required for

extended gyrokinetic simulations. As a �rst step, CRONOS predictive simulations of

current and electron and ion temperatures have been performed. Transport is modeled

using the Current Di�usion Ballooning Mode (CDBM) model [27], which is known to

capture the transition to ITB regimes well but also gives reasonable results for regular L-

mode plasmas. The ECRH/CD source is calculated with REMA [25, 26], a code for ray

tracing and relativistic damping of electron cyclotron waves with a linear estimate of the

ECCD e�ciency. NBI injection is modeled with NUBEAM. Fig.7 shows the �rst results

from a predictive CRONOS simulation of the plasma discharge reported in Fig.5. Panel

a) shows that the electron temperature pro�les from the Thomson Scattering diagnostic

are well reproduced by the CDBM model both in presence of ECRH waves only (at

t = 0.88 s) and with NBI (at t = 1.40 s). Nonetheless, the model underestimates

the ion temperature pro�les in presence of NBI, as it is shown in panel b), which

compares the model results with the CXRS data. The origin of such disagreement

is due to the approximation made by the CDBM model in calculating the turbulent

thermal di�usivity. In fact a single di�usivity is calculated from the model, which is

then used in solving both ion and electron energy equations. This approximation limits

the applicability of the model, indeed the results of the validation of Fig.7 suggest that

it is not adequate for low density plasmas, where Te and Ti di�er signi�cantly. Modeling

work is on-going to improve the accuracy of the CRONOS prediction for both species.

[R1C4, R2C14].
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Figure 7: CRONOS predictive simulation of the a) electron and b) ion temperature

pro�les of the discharge reported in Fig.5 during ECRH (t = 0.88 s, from CDBM

model in solid red line) and during ERCH and NBI (t = 1.40 s, from CDBM model

in dotted blue line). Experimental data (triangles) from a) the Thomson Scattering

and b) the CXRS diagnostic, respectively.

4.2. External Transport Barriers (H-mode)

Thanks to the newly available NBI system, the operating space of high-beta fully

non-inductive scenarios could be extended for the �rst time on TCV towards H-mode

plasmas. This scenario aims at βN values higher than 2.5, i.e. at plasma pressure values

closer to those expected in ITER during steady state operation at fusion gain Q > 5 [28].

Due to the elusive character of ITBs, the envisaged H-mode target scenario on TCV are

plasmas with ETBs only at low central magnetic shear and 1 < q0 < 2. A challenging,

yet possible, strategy to reproduce such scenario is to develop plasmas whose density

remains lower than the X2 wave cut-o� even after the L/H-mode transition, so that

ECCD can still contribute to the total non-inductive current drive fraction. One of

the �rst attempts at employing this strategy is shown in Fig.8. In this lower single

null discharge at q95 ' 5, relatively high pressure (βN = 1.7) and good con�nement

(H98(y, 2) = 1) (panel e)) are sustained for several current di�usion times at nearly zero

time averaged loop voltage (panel a)) using nearly central co-Ip ECRH and NBI. The

former is supplied from both X2-waves (P = 0.9 MW) and X3-waves (P=0.45 MW)

while the NB power is around P=1.1 MW (panel b)). The L/H-mode transition occurs

a half current di�usion time after the NB injection, during this time the NB absorbed

power increases up to 30% according to ASTRA modeling. As it is highlighted in the

enlargement reported in panel d) type-I Edge Localized Modes (ELMs) appear during

H-mode, whose frequency is increased by the additional heating power from X3-waves,

which is switched on slightly afterwards.The electron density at the pedestal (panel

d)) almost doubles during H-mode, while the electron and ion temperature (panel c))

increase by nearly 50%. The global e�ect on the corresponding pro�les is plotted in Fig.9.

The electron density and temperature are from the Thomson Scattering diagnostic, while
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the ion temperature is from the CXRS diagnostic. Core measurements from the latter

are not available since the diagnostic NBI is installed at the mid-plane and the plasma

vertical axis is slightly vertically shifted (|z| = 3 cm). The measurements are averaged

over the L-mode (in blue) and the H-mode (in red) phase. It is worth noticing that the

electron density remains below the X2 cut-o� even during H-mode (panel a)).

ASTRA interpretative modeling during the H-mode phase of this discharge (t =

1.24 s) is reported in Fig.10, which shows the ECRH, NBI and bootstrap current density

pro�les during H-mode and the resulting q-pro�le, which is slightly reversed in the

core and close to 1 up to the normalized poloidal radius ρΨ ' 0.5. Further scenario

development is needed to meet the target, i.e. a more highly elevated q-pro�le with a

lower central magnetic shear. The stationarity of this H-mode plasma is limited in this

discharge by the MHD activity, indeed a 6 kHz n=1 neoclassical tearing mode, which is

likely triggered by the central EC power deposition, eventually locks to the wall ending

the plasma discharge.

5. Conclusions

The operating space of high βN fully non-inductive scenarios has been extended on

TCV using the newly available 1 MW NBI system. Plasma regimes closer to those

expected in JT-60SA and ITER have been explored, i.e. with signi�cant NBI and

ECRH current drive, bootstrap current and fast ion fraction. βN values up to 1.4

and 1.7 have been reached in fully non-inductive L-mode plasmas and nearly fully H-

mode plasmas respectively, both at q95 = 5 − 6 and in presence of good con�nement

(H98(y, 2) ' 0.8 during L-mode and H98(y, 2) ' 1 during H-mode) using central EC

and NB H/CD in the co-Ip direction, which results in fBS . 30%. Fully non-inductive

operation could not be achieved with NBI alone. The plasma loop voltage increases with

on-axis NBI while it decreases, though weakly, by moving outwards the beam injection

in presence of EC waves. Data analysis and interpretative ASTRA modeling con�rm

this evidence, which is due to an interplay between the plasma density pump-out from

ECRH and fueling from NBI in the core, leading to a decrease of the driven ECCD

and the non-inductive current fraction. ASTRA and NUBEAM modeling also reveals

a strong contribution of thermal and FIs to the total plasma pressure and a reduction

of the NB heating e�ciency due to mainly FI CX losses. The development of plasma

scenarios with either internal or external transport barriers has been pursued. ITBs

were not formed in either the electron or the ion channel in the plasmas explored to

date, despite a signi�cant increase in the toroidal rotation and FI fraction with NBI,

which are known to reduce turbulence. The CRONOS suite of codes has been applied

in order to perform transport analyses and as a tool for the preparation of the inputs

required for extended gyrokinetic simulations, which will assess whether the plasmas

explored in this work are TEM turbulence dominated, therefore less prone to being

stabilized. The non-inductive sustainment of plasmas with external transport barrier

(H-mode) using both EC waves and NBI was successfully attempted. Nonetheless,
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Figure 8: TCV nearly fully non-inductive H-mode plasma. Time evolution of a) the

loop voltage (raw and time averaged data in gray and black on the left y-axis), the

plasma current (in blue on the right y-axis); b) the ECRH power from X2 (magenta

solid line) and X3 (magenta dashed line) waves and the NBI power (in green); c)

the electron (in black) and the ion (in green) at the plasma pedestal; d) the electron

density at the pedestal (in black) and the Dα (in blue), type-I ELMs are enlarged

in the inserted plot; e) the normalized beta (in magenta) and H98(y, 2) (in blue) .

further scenario development is needed to improve the performance and the stationarity

of these plasmas. Experiments aiming at the steady-state operation of low central

magnetic shear H-mode plasmas with 1 < q0 < 2 are going to be performed on TCV in

the framework of the 2019/20 EUROfusion MST1 campaign.
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